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2 + 1 + 5 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 13, 1 + 3 =  4  What's this four, anyway?  

 

Without an idea for a specific topic, I ask The Committee for their help in bringing forward a 

visitor to Earth from another planet orbiting another star, to tell us what they're observing and 

thinking regarding Earth. I prime the pump with a question to get the train rolling. 

 

AE = Visitor to Earth C= The Committee Q = Théorie du Complot Anonyme (just kidding; I'm 

not "Q") 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee thank you once again for connecting the wires, inserting the plugs. 
(I'm not a good telephone operator, not even talented enough to be a bad one, which I know from switchboard 

struggles moons and moons ago.) 

 

What I'd like to ask of any visitor willing, is to describe what they see as important at the moment 

for humans and Planet Earth. 

C: Something humans can easily observe, however a fresh perspective and point-of-view are 

always beneficial. We have a visitor from Zeta in the Reticulum constellation [sidebar: binary 

system in the constellation of Reticulum, the pair can be seen with the naked eye as a double star in a very dark sky, 

meaning no moon and little human light, about 39 light years from Earth]  

 

Q: Dear Zeta visitor, we know from much previously channeled information, our cousins 

from planets orbiting Sirius, Arcturus, several in the Pleiades cluster and Canopus are our 

general security oversight. You from Zeta Reticulum are not. Still….you visit often? 

AE: Yes, yes and yes we do.  

 

Q: Why three responses, why the word "yes" three times? 

AE: Three of us are in attendance. 

 

Q: All the humans will want your names, badge numbers, home addresses and vital 

measurements. At least your names. 

AE: Anyone who wishes may assign us the name we get, and we shall remember that label 

when encountering that human again.   

 

Q: Y'all have no names really. 

AE: Correct, we do not require them. 

 

Q: Please let's fast forward to now; what do you three and your society see as the pressing 

issue on Earth right now? 

AE: The human need to identify pressing issues and rank them.  

 

Q: What could be thought differently? 

AE: Consideration can be given to the perceptions of the rankers and the groups of people 

affected. Press bias in the USA is not a negative thing for China. This matter portrayed as 

pressing for whom? 

 

 



Q: What's a pressing issue for readers of this website? I know from one of them, it's among 

the bazillions & gazillions blocked by the CCP.   

AE: For your website readers specifically, the pressing issue is how to divulge what they have 

picked up here, how to pass along in general what they understand and possess, with a greater 

proportional benefit for the recipients of the information than personal detriment or damage to 

your loyal and frequent readers. A positive balance, you would say. 

 

For the populations of the nations where this website is available, the pressing issue is far 

different but quite distinct, also. 

 

Such nations are struggling with press freedom, bias and open communication.   

 

Q: Not safety or economic problems? 

AE: No, which exist but can be solved with better communication. Better economic flows 

don't solve poor communication. Good economic conditions will come about as the effect of 

good communication, however.  

 

Q: Why do you visit and observe Earth? 

AE: For the same reasons our cousins and colleagues do, to learn. 

 

Q: Can't a rotating shift schedule be assembled to have each visitor group report back 

findings? 

AE: This is already done. Making our own observations and comparing what is told to us with 

our findings, are of great benefit.  

 

Q: What then is the attraction of visiting Earth and observing her occupants, residents, 

inhabitants or whatever we are thought to be? You from Zeta are so far advanced by 

comparison, your travel to Earth is ample evidence and proof of it. 

AE: Uniqueness. We observe not just humans, but all life and landscapes, and the physical 

environment. One example we like is meteorology; we are fascinated with weather on Earth and 

also other planets in your system, especially Jupiter. 

 

Q: Humans are chomping at the bit to know more about visitors such as yourselves, but I 

fear our human attitudes and ideas are not the most beneficial. 

AE: We are owed no explanation and require no human adjustments. We are revealing our 

presence more often and frequently, with a lofty goal we are certain we shall achieve, to maintain 

our ability to impartially observe Earth yet also allow humans to know about us and about 

information we might offer.  

 

Q: This topic I plan to explore in greater detail and hope we can have more input from Zeta 

visitors.  

AE: We will be most happy to assist when and where we can. 

 

Q: I don't need to say that what viewers will want is a schedule of landings and 

appearances, handshakes and cocktail parties where we can all mingle and network. Okay, 

maybe not the social stuff but dates, places and times they can see your ship(s) land, observe 

occupants emerge and then watch the ship depart. By the third accurate forecast, my life would 

be upturned forever, and billions would be hanging on the next forecast. If this is not arranged  

 

 



through me, please can it be arranged through somebody? 

AE: Yes to both, however we must consider the other members of the galactic federation, 

your friends and ours.  

 

Q: A schedule has already been prepared, yes? 

AE: Of course.  

 

Q: It is not a fixed plan, with concrete calendar dates and such? 

AE: No. Human decisions mean everything to this plan.  

 

Q: General frustration with human leadership isn't sufficiently motivating to bring about 

mass contact with many of us NGO types? [Non Gubmint Operative]   

AE: No, not so much. The challenge for you humans is your decision to organize yourselves 

in a way where your chosen managers are not responsive to general wishes and preferences. You 

continue to renew these arrangements and schemes, and respectful we must always be of your 

decisions. 

 

Our contacts with individual humans, or groups of you, where these are not made outside life 

contract scheduled events, must balance the two sides of arrangements humans have made. 

 

If humans wish to purge the concealment crews from government, you can do this. We cannot 

interfere, so our interaction is limited to providing small pieces of information which purge 

patrols would use to expose then remove concealment crews.  

 

The challenge for us has been and continues to be progress; as we have begun the process, we 

cannot drop the next few crumbs until we see humans encounter, recognize pick up then 

beneficially use the hints, clues and nudges we have previously provided. 

 

An example is the crop circle. Many we have made and have also been placed by other 

civilizations, obviously contain information which serve as significant clues. Typically, humans 

encounter, analyze then incorrectly explain away what has happened. Insufficient citizens step 

forward in protest, to complain about the explanation, consider they are being consoled but 

deceived, not informed well. Humans then do not demand better and quicker information.  

 

This holds us in position a bit, because we cannot offer much additional information until general 

acceptance is given to the essential previous piece. If we create a bible of visitor information and 

data, a concise encyclopedia about us, it would overwhelm human scientists, become written off 

in general and the sad part is, some less than well-meaning humans would seize upon technology 

to manufacture weapons.      

 

Q: What do you recommend? 

AE: You have the idea already. S/he who requires the information will be placed before it and 

derive the personal benefit they can use, and then if they choose, may add their personal benefit 

to the group effort in order to spread awareness. 

 

Q: Thank you and do return soon. 

AE: Our pleasure, we assure you. Good-bye.  

 

  


